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Imagine a group of 5 people. They have an income distribution of $10, $20, $30, $50, and
$100. Someone gets the BIG idea of everyone putting 40% of their money into a hat, and
dividing the result equitably between everyone.

That means $4, $8, $12, $20, and $40 goes into the hat. That’s $84 which when divided by
5 is $16.80.

Another way of looking at this result is that the amounts paid were -$12.80, -$8.80, -$4.80,
$3.20, and $23.20. The poorest three people paid negative amounts (negative taxation),
meaning they received money, and the richest two people paid positive amounts (positive
taxation), meaning they lost money.

If we add up the negative amounts and the positive amounts, we see that the poorest three
received a total of $26.40, and the richest two lost that same amount. That is the amount of
money that physically changed hands, even though everyone put money into the hat, and
everyone got money from the hat.

Okay, so here’s the question: How much did it cost to make sure everyone received
$16.80? Was it $16.80 multiplied by 5, so $84? Or was it $26.40?

The answer is $26.40, which is 31.4% of $84. The true cost is less than one-third the
false cost!

This math problem is what’s needed to understand the cost of basic income. Every time
someone multiplies the number of people receiving basic income by the amount of basic
income, they are saying the correct answer to the above math problem is $84, and that is
entirely incorrect. They’re calculating the false cost. Such a mistake can also lead to
assumptions of everything costing more, which are just as mistaken. Inflation is a
bogeyman.
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Here’s another math problem. What is the cost to provide you $12,000 in basic income if
you are asked to pay $12,000 to receive it?

The answer is $0. It carries no cost. If 1,000 people fit the exact same example, the cost
is 1,000 x 0, and that’s still zero. Multiplying 1 million by 0 is still 0. That’s how zero works.

The true cost of basic income is thus the amount of money provided to net receivers, not
net payers (who all cost nothing), minus the amount net receivers put into the hat.

I calculate this as around $900 billion in the U.S. (based on $12,000 per adult citizen and
$4,000 per child) , and this is true for both a negative income tax (with a 40% clawback
rate) and a universal basic income (with a 40% flat tax).

Fun fact: Milton Friedman himself knew UBI and NIT had the same cost.

“A basic or citizen’s income is not an alternative to a negative income tax. It is simply
another way to introduce a negative income tax if it is accompanied with a positive income tax
with no exemption. A basic income of a thousand units with a 20 percent rate on earned
income is equivalent to a negative income tax with an exemption of five thousand units and a
20 percent rate below and above five thousand units.” — Milton Friedman, 1976 Nobel
Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences

So does Greg Mankiw.

“I have seen smart people argue as follows: Policy A is crazy. Why should Bill Gates get a
government transfer? He doesn’t need it, and we would need to raise taxes more to pay for it.
Policy B is more progressive. It targets the transfer to those who really need it, and the
transfer is financed by a smaller tax increase levied only on those with above-average
incomes. But here is the rub: The two policies are equivalent. If you look at the net payment
(taxes less transfer), everyone is exactly the same under the two plans. The difference is only a
matter of framing.” — Greg Mankiw, Robert M. Beren Professor of Economics at Harvard
University

However, for a cost estimate to be even more accurate, we then need to subtract out all the
programs replaced by basic income, and also all the tax credits replaced by basic income.
That total is in the hundreds of billions of dollars range depending on the choices we
make, certainly not the $3 trillion gross range or even the $900 billion net transfer range.

Meanwhile the full costs of people not having basic income, aka the costs of not eliminating
poverty…?

Yeah, that’s well over $3 trillion. Like a vaccine, universal basic income is an ounce of
prevention instead of a pound of cure.

Isn’t math fun?!
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